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We call free deformational structure D
0
the collec-
tion hB;M; E ;i; where:
B and M | smooth, connected, closed mani-
folds, dimB = d; dimM = n  d;






(M) | some smooth real form of rank
p on M: In what follows we shall use the abbre-
viations: B | d body, M | d-manifold,  | d-
metrics, and image
(B)  S M (1)
for some  2 E | d-objects or deformant.
















: Let consider some another
embedding 
0





















is dieomorphism S ! S
0
= (S); which we'll call
deformation of d object inM.
The deformation  has natural local measure |

















where we have introduced notation 
B
for defor-
mation form on B: Using denition (2) of defor-




























on deformant S: Lets note, that representations (4)
and (5) correspond to material and referent descrip-
tions of deformable bodies congurations in classi-

























































3 Pseudogroup of deformations
of d body in M.
As it follows from denition (2), the set of all de-
fromations of d objects in M, which we'll denote
DEF
M
(B); can be treated as image of the surjective
map  : E  E ! DEF
M













The following proposition clears the relation be-
tween E  E and DEF
M
(B):
Proposition 1 Fibre 
 1
() = fd 2 E  E j d =
(

Æ l;  Æ 

Æ l)g; where l runs all elements from
the set Di(B) | group of dieomorphisms of B;
 | some element of DEF
M
(B); and embedding 

satises the condition: Im(

) = Dom():
Note, that the set Di(B) can be viewed as sub-
group of Aut(E); since E Æ Di(B) = E : Now we
claim, that DEF
M
(B) is factor-set 
D
(E  E) 
\
































E  E in common
sense. Let Emb
M
(B) be the set of all images fIm()g
2E
:





E  E ! Emb
M





























The formal notation pr
i
(d) will be understood be-
low exactly in this sense.
On the set
\













































:We'll call this relation T tournament
1
1



























E  E j (d
0
; d) 2 g;
which will be referred to as the bottom and top sets
of the element d respectively.
Proposition 2 On the set
\
E  E with T tourna-
ment  one can dene pseudogroup structures
2
.
It is easily to check in our case, that pseudogroup
operation can be dened as follows. For any d 2
\




























































































E  E) | diagonal of
\
E  E (in the sense
(8)) Also, for every d 2
\
E  E there exist unique
unit element d
 1














; consisting of homotopic classes
of embeddings E : We dene here strong smooth ho-
motopy of embedding  2 E as smooth mapping
F : B  I ! M; where I = [0; 1]; such, that
2
Let remind, that pseudogroup is a set of elements A,
where group multiplication  is denedmay be on some sub-
set (binary relation) U  AA and where hold the following







units elements (generally speaking de-
pending on a), lied in A and there exists unique inverse el-
ement a
 1


















F (B; 0) =  and F (B; s)  F
s
(B) 2 E for every
s 2 I: Two embeddings  and 
0





, if there exist strong homotopy F;
such that F
0












Lets dene strong homotopic equivalence on E

























: Evidently, the set of














Now we are able to dene some special kinds
of deformations in DEF
M








)); i.e. the set of pair of embeddings,
that are homotopic to each other. The set, after fac-
torization by 
D







(B); which we'll call proper deformation. With-
in the classical (nonquantum) theory of deforma-
tional structures we'll be concerning only with this





























: Evidently, that the set fd()g is
no more, less then smooth proper dieomorphisms
Di(S)
0
of the deformant. We'll call it proper slid-
















5 Vector elds, rigid motions,
generalized Killing equations
and d coverings of d manifolds.


















some homotopy, connecting  and 
0
: Consider the











: It can be
treated as smooth mapping of the smooth mani-
fold I  B !M; which, generally speaking, is not













uniquely determined horizontal vector eld on BI;













| projections of B  I to B and I
correspondingly. The set P
SS
0





of the vector eld v =
dF (
g
d=dt); dened on P
SS
0

























We'll say, that the homotopy F
t
is rigid motion of
the d body B in M from the conguration S =
F
0















is constant on I.
Proposition 3 Homotopy F
t
from S to S
0
is rigid

















The equations of the type (10) we'll call generalized
Killing equations.
Let S = (B) will be some xed deformant and
let MOT
M
(S) | set of its all possible rigid mo-
tions inM: The set is, generally speaking, proper
subset of path connected component of the embed-
ding  in E (the component is exactly the class []
H
of homotopic to  embeddings), which is dened by
the specication of a d metrics. Easily to see, that
rigid motions dene equivalency
M
 on E : we'll call







there exist homotopy F 2 MOT
M
((B)); connect-
ing  and 
0





























= ? for all






















rigidity  component of the manifoldM relatively
to embedding : The family fP
S










which we'll call deformational (B;; h) covering of
the manifold M; where H
E




Within the theory of dynamical deformable struc-
tures, where physical action should be considered
as functional of deformation form: A = A[]; it is
naturally to use as conguration space of deformant
not [(B)]
H













which reects the deformational indistinguishabil-
ity of those congurations, that are connected by a
some rigid motion. We'll call the manifoldM defor-
mationally discrete relatively to its rigid (B;; h) co-
vering, if 
M
| identical mapping, and deforma-
tionally trivial, if 
M
| constant mapping. Then,






for some  and completely deformationally homoge-
neous, if (11) is valid for all :
Deformationally trivial manifolds, have no sig-
nicance from the view point of deformational struc-
ture theory, by the following
Proposition 4 Any deformationally trivial mani-
fold has zero d metrics.
Riemannian manifold with general metrics g is an




homogeneous relatively (B; ; h) decomposition, whe-
re  | euclidian metric, B | arbitrary d body,
h | arbitrary element H
E
: As an example of de-
formationally homogeneous but not completely de-
formationally homogeneous manifolds lets consider











(a) | n dimensional disk with radius r and
center a; bar above letter - closure),  =  | 2D








circle with radius R and 
H





(M) | fundamental group











(0) 6= M and only in case





In conclusion we formulate two propositions and
give an example, all illustrating more general char-
acter of the deformational structure theory in com-
parison with isometry theory of Riemannian spaces.
Let Imm(v)  fp 2 Mj 
t
(p) = pg | is the
set of all immobile points of the full one-parametric
group 
t
, generated by some smooth vector eld v:
Proposition 5 If manifoldM admits isometry of
d metrics, i.e. if there exists vector eld v 2 TM;
such that L
v
 = 0; then 8 S such that S 6 Imm(v);
4







(S) and, by the fact,M is not deformation-
ally discrete.
Proposition 6 If manifoldM admits r parametric
isometry group G, generated by vector elds fv
1
; : : :
; v
r
g ; such that L
v
i
 = 0; i = 1; : : : ; r; that act on
M
1) transitively, then M | completely deforma-
tionally homogeneous (relatively any decomposition)
;
2) intransitively, and if also S \ Orb G | con-
nected for some orbit OrbG  M, then Orb G |





; h = 
H
())-decomposition.
Here, as usually, S = (B):





6= ? denes the group of rigid proper sliding.
So, if  | Riemannian (or any other d ) met-
rics onM andM admits isometry, then nontrivial
rigid motions of d objects will be always exist. The
following example shows, that inverse is not valid.
Let M = R
2





























= const; it is easily
to see that the set of homotopies
fF
t




+t; 0); 0  x
1
 1; 1 < t <1g;
(they are simple rigid translations of units interval
along axe x
1









; 0)g: The related vector eld v(t; x
1
);
along which L j
P
= 0 is simply @=@x
1
: It is easily
to show, that v does'nt admit smooth continuation






: Really, Killing equations
L
~v
















The component has singularity on line x
1
=   sinh x
2
;
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